
Jalee 2019-20 

*Notice: 

The items on this list will be used during the regular school day. 

They may be brought from home on a voluntary basis, otherwise, they will be furnished by the 

school. 

You can find most of this list and ideas for these things on my Amazon Smile wish list: 

https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/3GH19Z1T2129A?ref_=wl_share 

Supply List 
---Please include your child's name on the following items: 

 Water bottle with close-able lid. Please make it a water bottle that can be closed easily. 

Water bottles that students have to unscrew to drink out of are not ideal as the students 

spill them more often. 

 1 inch 3 ring binder- can be the one from last year cleaned out 

 Soft Soled Slipper Shoes  

 Optional-wooden or plastic clipboard, regular paper sized 

 Optional-pair of headphones or earbuds for computer use to be kept at school 

 

---Names not needed on the following items: 

 1 graphing paper composition notebook 

 3 wide ruled composition notebooks 

     (please feel free to send any notebooks from previous year that are not completely 

used, even the primary lined ones and leave names on if they are already there) 

 

 Level 3 students: 1 ream white paper  

 Level 2 students: 1, 8 pack washable markers 

 Level 1 students: 1 Primary lined composition notebook  

                      (https://smile.amazon.com/Mead-Composition-Notebook-Primary-
09902/dp/B001F38YWM/ref=sr_1_8?keywords=primary+lined+notebook&qid=1559073554&s=
gateway&sr=8-8) 

 

We do not need place mats this year, please do not send them. 

We also still have a plethora of pencils and colored pencils and Kleenex’s and will not need them 

this year. 

*All art supplies and writing utensils are universally used in our classroom. Students do not have 

access to inside of desks to store their items. Please do not send pencil cases. There will be no 

place in the classroom to store them. If students have a certain mechanical pencil or decorative 

pencil they would like to use in class, we will have a pencil cup they can store them in. Please do 

not send pens for the students to use. 
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